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Introduction 

The statistics of breast cancer rate in Bulgaria show a tendency towards increase of the 

morbidity from this disease. Last years campaigns against breast cancer are organized yearly. 

This leads to an increased number of screening and diagnostic mammograms that are made in 

the country. The dose associated with the examination is very low but not slightingly small. The 

glandular tissue in the breast is considered to be the most sensitive in relation to the radiation 

exposure. Several publications propose different methods, measurement set up or conversion 

coefficients for the calculation of the mean glandular dose (MGD) delivered to the breast during 

the X-ray examination. The question about the standardization of the measurement procedures 

arises since the differences in the results obtained using different methodologies may be quite 

big [6, 8]. The aim of this work is to develop a standard procedure for the measurement of 

MGD based on the recommendations mentioned in the European protocol on dosimetry in 

mammography [4], the European protocol for the quality control of the physical and technical 

aspects of mammography screening [5] and the Code of practice: TRS 457 of the IAEA [7]. 

Materials and methods 

Five contemporary film-screen mammography units were included in this study. They were 

one Melody (Villa, Italy), named in this text Unit 1, two Affinity (Lorad, USA) – Unit 2 and 

Unit 3, one Flat E (Metaltronica, Italy) – Unit 4 and one Giotto ST (IMS, Italy) – Unit 5. All 

five systems have Mo/Mo anod/filter combinations. Full quality control measurements were 

made on all five units according the requirements of the Bulgarian Ordinance No 30 for 

protection of individuals at medical exposure [9]. The instruments used for these 

measurements were the X-ray multimetre Barracuda (RTI Electronics, Sweden) and an 

ionization chamber 77337 and dosimeter UNIDOS E (PTW Freiburg, Germany). 

For the purpose of patient measurements data for 374 patients (873 films) were collected. 

These were patient age, projection, compressed breast thickness (CBT), exposure parameters - 

tube voltage (kV) and tube current (mAs). Exposures on all systems except Unit 5 were made 

in fully automatic mode of the automatic exposure control (AEC) system. This means 



automatic choice of kV and mAs. For Unit 5 the exposures were made in semiautomatic mode 

with fixed tube voltage. All measurements concerning breast dosimetry were made in the 

reference point defined 6 cm from the chest wall edge laterally centred [4, 5]. In the TRS 457 

of the IAEA this point is 4 cm from the chest wall edge [7]. 

Quality control measurements included determination of tube output for all clinically used tube 

voltages and half value layer (HVL) at 28 kV with the compression plate in place. Values of HVL 

at other tube voltages necessary for the determination of the conversion coefficients which are 

HVL dependent, were determined using the IPEM Report 78 [3] spectrum processing software. It 

was decided to measure tube output with the compression plate in close contact to the radiation 

detector for to simulate the realistic situation of the patient exposure and the detector away from 

the breast support or any other scatter material. In our previous work it was found that if this was 

not done, it could lead to an underestimation of the dose of about 6.5 % [1]. This position of the 

compression plate isn’t specified in the European protocol on dosimetry in mammography nor in 

the European protocol for the quality control [4, 5]. It is mentioned in the TRS 457 of the IAEA 

but only for phantom measurements [7]. Tube output values were used to calculate entrance 

surface air kerma (ESAK) without backscatter at patient’s skin surface according to the method 

described in the three protocols. MGDs were then calculated using the conversion coefficients 

depending on HVL and CBT, published in the protocols. In the last edition of the European 

protocol for the quality control [5] conversion coefficients taking into account the age of the 

patients are proposed. They are determined for the UK population and may vary for other 

populations. For that reason they weren’t included in the present study. 

Histograms of CBT distribution, patient’s MGD per film and MGD per woman for all the 

units were drawn. Mean values of MGDs ± standard deviation and CBT ± standard deviation 

for the whole samples were calculated. The dependence of MGD on breast thickness was 

graphically presented for each unit. 

A standard 45 mm polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) phantom was exposed on each unit using 

the clinical conditions. Exposure data were recorded, the exposed films developed and the optical 

density (OD) in the reference point measured. The phantom MGD was calculated the same way 

like patient’s MGDs but applying the appropriate conversion coefficient and the phantom values 

compared with the averaged values for patients with CBT in the interval 40-60 mm. 

Results and discussion 

Tube output was measured on some of the units with an ionization chamber and on the 

others – with the solid state Multi Purpose Detector (MPD) of the Barracuda. It was found 

that when measured with the compression plate in close contact with the MPD the dose was 
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about 2 % lower than the expected 6.5 % augmentation in comparison with the case of the 

plate away. For that reason when measuring with MPD the plate was positioned away and the 

dose recalculated (raised) with 6.5 % for to compensate for that phenomenon. 

The CBT distribution in 5 mm bands is shown on Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. Histogram 

of CBT distribution 

of the patient sample 

for all units. 

 

 

 

 

 

For all units except Unit 5 most of the patients have CBT between 40 and 75 mm, only for 

Unit 5 the predominant part is with thicknesses below 55 mm. This fact places the question 

about the correct positioning of the patients but may be due to the different populations as well. 

The histograms of the MGDs distribution for all films (i.e. exposures) and women in 0.5 mGy 

bands are presented in Figure 2 and Figure 3 respectively. 

 
Figure 2. Histogram 

of MGDs distribution 

per film of the 

patient sample for 

all units. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Histogram 

of MGDs distribution 

per woman of the 

patient sample for 

all units. 

 

 



 

 

Although most of the patients on Unit 5 had small CBTs the MGDs were found to be relatively 

high compared to the other mammography systems. During the quality control (QC) 

measurements on this unit it was found that the HVL values were very low (below the 

recommended lower values of 0.3 mm Al at 28 kV) [9]. The more so as the technologist working 

on this unit preferred to make exposures in semiautomatic mode at fixed 26 kV. This has to lead 

to increased values of the dose because the low energy beams are more absorbed in the tissue. 

Furthermore problems with the film processing were found on Unit 5. This led to increase in the 

AEC setting (the optical density control setting) during the collection of the patient’s data and 

consecutive increase in dose for to obtain more appropriate optical density of the films. 

Most of the exposures on Unit 4 had small MGDs. One reason for this observation could be the 

fact that on this system the patients were positioned in mediolateral (ML) and not mediolateral 

oblique (MLO) projection because of the physician’s preference. In this projection the pectoral 

muscle which is denser than the mammary gland is excluded from the exposed tissue. 

The distribution of the MGDs was found to be skewed. For this reason the median, first and 

third quartiles were calculated as well as more appropriate descriptors. The results from these 

calculations, the average of all MGDs and the same statistics for CBT are presented in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Mean glandular doses and compressed breast thicknesses for individual films. 

Compressed breast thickness (mm) Mean glandular doses for the whole 
samples (mGy) Unit Number 

of films Mean ± standard 
deviation 

Median (1 quartile, 
3 quartile) 

Mean ± standard 
deviation 

Median (1 quartile, 
3 quartile) 

1 117 57 ± 13 58 (49, 65) 2.56 ± 1.7 1.96 (1.53, 3.26) 
2 121 56 ± 15 58 (44, 67) 2.16 ± 0.97 2.02 (1.37, 2.92) 
3 101 52 ± 11 52 (44, 61) 1.93 ± 0.73 1.72 (1.44, 2.27) 
4 200 51 ± 11 50 (43, 59) 1.29 ± 0.67 1.11 (0.87, 1.54) 
5 334 38 ± 13 40 (30, 45) 2.99 ± 1.22 2.91 (2.22, 3.56) 

All 873 48 ± 15 48 (39, 59) 2.3 ± 1.3 2 (1.33, 3.05) 

 

As was commented although the mean and median values of the CBT for Unit 5 had the 

smallest values, mean and median of the MGDs were the biggest. In relation to this result it 

may be emphasized the importance of the QC measurements and the corrective actions which 

should be taken after that. For Unit 4 the mean and median of MGDs were the smallest. 

The dependence of MGD on CBT is presented on Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. MGDs presented as a function of CBTs of the patient sample for all units. 

The higher doses calculated on Unit 5 are well seen. There is a supplementary uncertainty related to 

these calculations due to the fact that CBTs on this unit were measured with accuracy of ± 5 mm. 

The trend lines are exponential which is in compliance with results from other authors [2]. 

Results from phantom measurements of MGD, patient measurements of MGDs in the 40-

60 mm CBT interval, the percent differences between them and the recommended values of 

MGD depending on the target optical density, proposed in the European protocol on 

dosimetry in mammography [4], are presented in Table 2. 
Table 2. Comparison of the results from measurements of MGD with phantom and with patients with CBT 

in the interval 40-60 mm. 

Unit Preffered 
net OD 

Limiting value of 
MGD (mGy) 

Phantom MGD 
(mGy) 

Patient's MGD 
for 40-60 mm 

CBT 

% difference 
between phantom 

and patient's MGD
1 0.84 1.8 2.12 1.72 21 
2 1.15 2.6 1.89 1.86 1.4 
3 1.02 2.3 1.18 1.79 41 
4 1.45 3.3 2.02 1.12 58 
5 1.8 4 2.4 3.72 43 

The limiting value is exceeded only in one case for phantom measurement – Unit 1. The 

percent difference according to the protocol should be no more than 50 %. This isn’t true only 

for Unit 4. Other authors report similar or even higher differences [10, 11]. Possible reasons 

for the observed differences between phantom and patient values are differences in standard 

breast (represented by the phantom) composition and the composition of the real breasts, 

uncertainty in the breast thickness measurements, inaccuracies in the determination of HVL, 

some uncertainties related to the dosemeter and tube loading meter readings. The conversion 

coefficients published by different authors may achieve differences of about 15 % due to 

different radiation transport codes, photon interaction data, photon spectra etc. [8]. 



Conclusions 

The European protocol on dosimetry in mammography [4], the European protocol for the quality 

control of the physical and technical aspects of mammography screening [5] and the Code of 

practice: TRS 457 of the IAEA [7] may be applied successfully in the country. Attention should be 

paid to the measurement set up. The reference point is chosen 6 cm from the chest wall edge 

laterally centered. If an ionization chamber is used for dose measurements the compression plate 

should be placed in close contact with it. If solid state detectors are used the compression plate 

should be put away from the detector and the output recalculated like if the plate is near the detector. 

The conversion coefficients for age dependence aren’t used in this study as not appropriate for the 

population included in it. PMMA measurements for the determination of diagnostic reference levels 

could be used but more correct results would be obtained with patient measurements. 
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